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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS:

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 61/362,867 filed on July 9,
2010, the contents of which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION:

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a
package for supporting and dispensing product pieces
arranged in a stacked array. More particularly, the
present invention relates to a sheet formed package for
a longitudinally stacked array of one or more consumable
product pieces which is severable along the length of the
package to dispense individual product pieces.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

[0003] It is common to package and distribute various
product pieces arranged in one or more vertically stacked
arrays. In the confectionery industry, for example, candy
pieces are often arranged in a longitudinally stacked ar-
ray and are covered or wrapped in an outer wrapping
forming an elongate stick-like package. Most often, the
outer wrapper is formed of a foil or foil like material. While
a paper or film wrapper may be placed over the foil, the
foil is usually employed inasmuch as the foil can be
opened and reclosed once one or more of the stacked
candies are removed. Foil is known to have "dead fold"
characteristics in that an extent of the foil which remains
after removal of the candy can be folded down onto the
opened end of the package to enclose the remaining can-
dy pieces.
[0004] While the foil outer wrapper serves adequately
to hold, dispense and reclose the candies arranged in a
stacked array, the use of foil as an outer wrapper does
have certain disadvantages. The "dead fold" character-
istics of the foil require the user to retain the entire pack-
age even as the products are used, as it is difficult to
remove excess packaging.
[0005] In certain situations, films may be used, as films
may exhibit certain advantages over foil such as lower
cost.
[0006] An improved package for stacked product piec-
es using a severable film is shown and described in In-
ternational Publication No. WO 2010/075242 A1 having
a publication date of July 1, 2010 entitled "SEVERABLE
FILM PACKAGE FOR STACKED PRODUCT PIECES".
[0007] Shown therein is a sheet of plastic or film wrap
which forms a package for containing a plurality of
stacked pieces. In order to allow for severing of the film
package along the length thereof so as to dispense indi-
vidual product pieces contained therein, the film package
includes a plurality of longitudinally spaced apart weak-
ened locations. The weakened locations preferably ex-

tend around the package are transverse to the longitu-
dinal direction of the package and are spaced longitudi-
nally along the package generally between adjacently
stacked pieces. These weakened locations allow sever-
ing of the package thereat so as to individually dispense
in succession the stacked pieces contained therein. The
above-referenced international application describes
several different shapes and embodiments for the weak-
ened locations, each of which serves adequately for its
intended purposes. However, further improvements in
the particular pattern of the weakened locations would
improve the dispensing of the product from the package.
[0008] DE 4237795 A1 is a further example of a doc-
ument which discloses packaging including a series of
lines of weakness. This document illustrates various con-
figurations of the line of weakness for different purposes.
[0009] It is, therefore, desirable to provide a sheet-like
outer wrapper for stacked products which overcomes
many of the disadvantages associated with the use of
metallic foil and improves the severability thereof.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION:

[0010] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a package for supporting and
dispensing one or more longitudinally stacked product
pieces comprising:

a sheet positioned about said stacked product piec-
es;
said sheet including a plurality of longitudinally
spaced weakened locations extending transversely
thereabout;
each said weakened location defining a severable
location for said sheet; characterized in that weak-
ened locations adjacent each longitudinal end of the
package are more easily severable than weakened
locations at the center of the package.

[0011] The weakened locations may be formed by
spaced apart cuts placed in said sheet.
[0012] The depth of the cuts forming the weakened
locations may be different along the longitudinal expanse
of the package.
[0013] In an embodiment, said more easily severable
weakened locations adjacent each longitudinal end of
the package include cuts which are deeper than cuts
forming the less easily severable weakened locations at
the centre of the package.
[0014] Cuts placed in the sheet of each weakened lo-
cation may be formed to have the same depth. Alterna-
tively, the cuts in the weakened location may be formed
to have different depths.
[0015] The cuts may be formed to be of uniform length
and the spaces between the cuts may be uniform.
[0016] Each said weakened location may include a pair
of weakened extents which are closely longitudinally
spaced. The weakened extents may be discontinuous
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about said sheet. Said discontinuity of one weakened
extent of said pair may be offset from the discontinuity
of the weakened extent of the other of said pair. Said
longitudinal spacing between each of said weakened ex-
tents may be the same. The cuts may be uniformly
spaced apart along the weakened extent.
[0017] The weakened locations may extend generally
transversely about said package and have a given spac-
ing between adjacent weakened locations. In which case,
the longitudinal spacing between said weakened extents
of each weakened location may be less than said given
spacing between said adjacent weakened locations.
[0018] Each of said weakened extents may extend
along an elongate axis.
[0019] The weakened location may include a combi-
nation of both a single weakened extent and a pair of
weakened extents.
[0020] In accordance with a second aspect of the in-
vention, there is provided a package for supporting and
dispensing one or more longitudinally stacked product
pieces comprising:

a sheet positioned about said stacked product piec-
es;
said sheet including a plurality of longitudinally
spaced weakened locations extending transversely
thereabout;
each said weakened location defining a severable
location for said sheet;
the weakened locations being formed by spaced
apart cuts placed in said sheet; characterized in that
weakened locations adjacent each longitudinal end
of the package include cuts having a greater depth
than cuts forming weakened locations at the center
of the package, said weakened locations adjacent
each longitudinal end of the package being more
easily severable than the weakened locations at the
center of the package.

[0021] In accordance with a third aspect of the inven-
tion, there is provided a package for supporting and dis-
pensing one or more longitudinally stacked product piec-
es comprising:

a sheet positioned about said stacked product piec-
es;
said sheet including a plurality of longitudinally
spaced weakened locations extending transversely
thereabout;
said weakened locations including a pair of weak-
ened extents which are closely spaced
each said weakened location defining a severable
location for said sheet;
the weakened locations being formed by spaced
apart cuts placed in said sheet; characterized in that
weakened locations adjacent each longitudinal end
of the package include cuts having a greater depth
than cuts forming weakened locations at the center

of the package, said weakened locations adjacent
each longitudinal end of the package being more
easily severable than the weekend locations at the
center of the package.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0022]

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a prior art package
which may be used in combination with the present
invention.

Figure 2 is a schematic drawing showing a portion
of the package of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a perspective showing of a package of
the present invention.

Figure 4 is a perspective showing of a further em-
bodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS:

[0023] The present invention provides a package for
supporting a plurality of consumable or other product
pieces which are arranged in a longitudinally stacked ar-
ray. One type of package is shown in Figure 1. The pack-
age of Figure 1 is more fully described in the above-in-
corporated international application.
[0024] Package 10 shown in Figure 1 encloses a plu-
rality of longitudinally adjacently stacked consumable
product pieces 18. The package 10 is configured from a
sheet 14, which covers the plurality of pieces 18 in order
to support and retain the consumable pieces in the lon-
gitudinally stacked array.
[0025] One type of material used to form the sheet 14
of Figure 1 is a plastic film. It is known, for example, that
plastic film used to form sheet 14 is generally not readily
rupturable. Thus, in order to allow the user to efficiently
and effectively remove one or more pieces 18 from the
package 10 and also to allow removal of the waste pack-
aging along with the pieces, a plurality of longitudinally
spaced weakened locations 20 is placed in the film. The
weakened locations are longitudinally spaced along the
length of the package 10, preferably between adjacent
product pieces 18.
[0026] As described in the above-referenced interna-
tional application, the weakened locations allow a user
to apply pressure thereto by exerting a twisting or angled
force to the package in order to remove a portion of the
package at the weakened location. With the removed
portion, one or more pieces may be separated from the
package. This facilitates easy removal of one or more
pieces from the package while at the same time reducing
the size of the remaining package and any dead pack-
aging or waste paper associated with the use of the pack-
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age.
[0027] One or more consumable pieces may be dis-
pensed at a single time. The user can adjust the grip with
respect to the package so as to dispense the desired
number of pieces.
[0028] As will be described hereinbelow, the present
invention provides improvements in the weakened loca-
tions of the package similar to the type shown in Figure
1 to more easily dispense product from the package. The
package described hereinbelow is formed from an elon-
gate sheet having a pattern of weakened locations placed
thereon. The weakened locations are positioned to be
longitudinally spaced along the package when the sheet
is formed around the product pieces. Preferably, the
weakened locations are positioned between adjacent
product pieces. The package sheet may be formed from
various materials including flexible materials. Such ma-
terials may include flexible films, foils, paper or combi-
nations thereof as well as multiple layers of the same or
different materials. Laminate materials may also be em-
ployed. One such laminate material combination may in-
clude paper/poly/foil.
[0029] One material combination for the sheet may in-
clude a foil layer that is backed on one side by a poly/pa-
per/poly laminate. On the opposite side of the foil, a lac-
quer coating may be applied as a base for ink, used to
create package graphics. The ink may include a heat
seal layer, forming the outside surface of the sheet. The
heat seal layer is used to seal the outside surface to the
inside surface in creating the wrapper on the package. It
is contemplated that the cuts are provided inside of the
foil layer, within the poly/paper/poly laminate.
[0030] Typically, multiple sheets are cut from an elon-
gate expanse where the weakened locations are formed
as spaced apart double parallel lines along the expanse.
The lines may be formed by cuts or the like placed on
either or both sides of the sheet. The cuts may be pro-
vided therein, for example, as die cut perforations or laser
scores.
[0031] A package having such weakened locations in
accordance with the present invention is described as
follows:

Double Dash

[0032] One embodiment of the improved spaced apart
double parallel lines used to form the weakened locations
is shown in Figures 2 and 3. A sheet 114 is used to form
an elongate package 110. The package 110 extends
along a line L. The package includes a plurality of longi-
tudinally spaced double parallel lines or extents 125 form-
ing the weakened locations 120. The weakened locations
120 extend transversely about the package 110 along
the direction of line T, preferably perpendicular to line L.
In this embodiment, closely spaced lines or extents 125
forming each weakened location 120 include a pattern
of double dash weakened extents where each dash is a
discontinuous series of cuts 127 and spaces 129 formed

therealong.
[0033] Each weakened extent 125 of the weakened
location 120 extends along an axis where the axes a1
and a2, the lines defined by the cuts and spaces, are
generally parallel. The spacing between the extents 125
of each weakened location is preferably significantly clos-
er than the spacing between adjacent weakened loca-
tions 120. The spacing between each weakened location
preferably corresponds to the spaces between each
product piece. Thus, the distance d1 between a1 and a2
is less than the distance d2 between adjacent weakened
locations.
[0034] In one presently preferred embodiment, the pat-
tern of cuts and spaces may be arranged so that the cut
of one line of the double dash is aligned with the space
of the other line of the double dash. Thus, the pattern of
cuts and spaces between the closely spaced parallel
lines are staggered. While this is one preferred embod-
iment of the double dash lines, it may be appreciated that
the arrangement of cuts and spaces may be such that
the cuts and spaces are mutually aligned with respect to
the parallel lines.
[0035] Additionally, in one preferred embodiment, the
cuts are generally of uniform length and the spacing be-
tween the cuts is also uniform. The elongate cuts and
spaces may be preferably formed in a co-linear orienta-
tion arranged along the respective axes a1 and a2. Thus,
the length of the cuts are preferably aligned along the
axes a1 and a2.
[0036] Furthermore, it is contemplated that the depth
of the cuts may be uniform with respect to each of the
longitudinally spaced weakened locations. It is contem-
plated that with uniform depth, the twisting force required
to sever the package and remove the product pieces
would be the same at any location along the length of
the package.
[0037] It is further contemplated, however, that the
depths of the cuts for the weakened locations may be
different along the longitudinal expanse of the package.
For example, one technique contemplates placing shal-
lower depth cuts for the weakened locations at the center
of the package while including deeper cuts for the weak-
ened locations at the longitudinal ends. Since the pack-
age is severed by a twisting force applied by the user,
the shallower cuts at the center would help resist inad-
vertent severing of the package at a center location when
the user is desirous of removing product at the end of
the package. In this manner, having deeper cuts at the
end of the package, the ends would sever more easily
thereby dispensing the product at the end of the package.

Single/Double Dash

[0038] It is still further contemplated that in one pre-
ferred embodiment, the spaced apart double parallel
lines used to form the weakened locations may be used
at the ends of the package while a single parallel line
may be employed at locations in the center of the pack-
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age.
[0039] Referring now to Figure 4, a package 210 is
shown. Package 210 is substantially similar to package
110 described above with respect to Figures 2 and 3.
Package 210 includes a plurality of weakened locations
220 spaced apart along the length of the package in a
manner described above. Two weakened locations 220a
adjacent each longitudinal end of package 210 are
formed of longitudinally spaced double parallel lines or
extents 225. The weakened locations 220b spaced along
the center portion of package 210 are formed by a single
line 226. The single line 226 shown in this embodiment
may be similar to that shown and described with respect
to Figure 1 described above. The particular arrangement
shown herein having single lines 226 at the center would
also help resist inadvertent severing of the package at a
center location when the user is desirous of removing
product at the end of the package. In this manner, having
double parallel lines or extents at the ends of package
would result in the ends being more easily severed to
dispense the product thereat.
[0040] The package of the present invention therefore
provides ease of severing of the package at multiple lo-
cations therealong to dispense the pieces either sequen-
tially or in groups.
[0041] Various changes to the foregoing described and
shown structures would now be evident to those skilled
in the art. Accordingly, the particularly disclosed scope
of the invention is set forth in the following claims.

Claims

1. A package (10; 110; 210) for supporting and dispens-
ing one or more longitudinally stacked product piec-
es (18) comprising:

a sheet (14; 114) positioned about said stacked
product pieces (18);
said sheet (14; 114) including a plurality of lon-
gitudinally spaced weakened locations (20; 120;
220) extending transversely thereabout;
each said weakened location (20; 120; 220) de-
fining a severable location for said sheet (14;
114);
characterized in that weakened locations (20;
120; 220) adjacent each longitudinal end of the
package (10; 110; 210) are more easily sever-
able than weakened locations (20; 120; 220) at
the center of the package (10; 110; 210).

2. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 1
wherein the weakened locations (20; 120; 220) are
formed by spaced apart cuts placed in said sheet
(14; 114).

3. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 2
wherein the depth of the cuts forming the weakened

locations (20; 120; 220) is different along the longi-
tudinal expanse of the package (10; 110; 210).

4. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 2 or
claim 3 wherein said more easily severable weak-
ened locations (20; 120; 220) adjacent each longi-
tudinal end of the package (10; 110; 210) include
cuts which are deeper than cuts forming the less
easily severable weakened locations (20; 120; 220)
at the centre of the package (10; 110; 210).

5. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 2
wherein at least two of said cuts of each of the weak-
ened locations (20; 120; 220) are formed to the same
depth.

6. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 2
wherein at least two of said cuts of each of the weak-
ened locations (20; 120; 220) are formed to different
depths.

7. A package (110) as claimed in any one of the pre-
ceding claims wherein each said weakened location
(120) includes a pair of weakened extents (125)
which are closely longitudinally spaced.

8. A package (110) as claimed in claim 7 wherein said
weakened extents (125) are discontinuous about
said sheet.

9. A package (110) as claimed in claim 8 wherein said
discontinuity of one weakened extent (125) of said
pair is offset from the discontinuity of the weakened
extent (125) of the other of said pair.

10. A package (110) as claimed in any one of claims 7
to 9 wherein said longitudinal spacing between each
of said weakened extents (125) is the same.

11. A package (110) as claimed in any one of claims 7
to 10 wherein said cuts are uniformly spaced apart
along the weakened extent (125).

12. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in claim 2
wherein said cuts are of uniform length.

13. A package (10; 110; 210) as claimed in any one of
the preceding claims wherein the weakened loca-
tions (20; 120; 220) extend generally transversely
about said package and have a given spacing be-
tween adjacent weakened locations (20; 120; 220).

14. A package (110) as claimed in claim 13 when de-
pendent on claim 7 wherein said longitudinal spacing
between said weakened extents (125) of each weak-
ened location (120) is less than said given spacing
between said adjacent weakened locations (120).
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15. A package (110) as claimed in claim 7 wherein each
of said weakened extents (125) extends along an
elongate axis.

Patentansprüche

1. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) zum Halten und zum Aus-
geben eines oder mehrerer längsseitig gestapelter
Produktteile (18), umfassend:

ein um die gestapelten Produktteile (18) ange-
ordnetes Blatt (14, 114);
das Blatt (14,114) einschließlich mehrerer in
Längsrichtung zueinander beabstandeter
Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220), die in Querrich-
tung darum herum verlaufen;
wobei jede der Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220)
eine abtrennbare Stelle für das Blatt (14, 114)
bildet;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jeweils an ein
längsseitiges Ende der Verpackung (10, 110,
210) angrenzende Schwachstellen (20, 120,
220) leichter abtrennbar sind als Schwachstel-
len (20, 120, 220) in der Mitte der Verpackung
(10, 110, 210).

2. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220) durch voneinan-
der beabstandete, in dem Blatt (14,114) angeordne-
te Schnitte gebildet werden.

3. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 2, wobei
die Tiefe der die Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220) bil-
denden Schnitte entlang der Längsausdehnung der
Verpackung (10, 110, 210) unterschiedlich ist.

4. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 2 oder
Anspruch 3, wobei die leichter abtrennbaren, jeweils
an ein längsseitiges Ende der Verpackung (10, 110,
210) angrenzenden Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220)
Schnitte enthalten, die tiefer sind als die Schnitte,
welche die weniger leicht abtrennbaren Schwach-
stellen (20, 120, 220) in der Mitte der Verpackung
(10, 110, 210) bilden.

5. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 2, wobei
mindestens zwei der Schnitte der jeweiligen
Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220) in der gleichen Tiefe
ausgebildet sind.

6. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 2, wobei
mindestens zwei der Schnitte der jeweiligen
Schwachstellen (20, 120, 220) in unterschiedlichen
Tiefen ausgebildet sind.

7. Verpackung (110) nach einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, wobei jede Schwachstelle (120) ein Paar

geschwächte Ausdehnungen (125) aufweist, welche
in Längsrichtung eng zueinander beabstandet sind.

8. Verpackung (110) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die ge-
schwächten Ausdehnungen (125) unterbrochen um
das Blatt herum verlaufen.

9. Verpackung (110) nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Un-
terbrechung einer geschwächten Ausdehnung (125)
des Paars versetzt zu der Unterbrechung der ge-
schwächten Ausdehnung (125) des anderen Paars
verläuft.

10. Verpackung (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis
9, wobei die Längsbeabstandung zwischen den ge-
schwächten Ausdehnungen (125) jeweils gleich
groß ist.

11. Verpackung (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis
10, wobei die Schnitte einheitlich entlang der ge-
schwächten Ausdehnung (125) voneinander beab-
standet sind.

12. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach Anspruch 2, wobei
die Schnitte einheitliche Längen aufweisen.

13. Verpackung (10, 110, 210) nach einem der vorste-
henden Ansprüche, wobei die Schwachstellen (20,
120, 220) im Allgemeinen quer um die Verpackung
herum verlaufen und einen vorgegebenen Abstand
zwischen angrenzenden Schwachstellen (20, 120,
220) aufweisen.

14. Verpackung (110) nach Anspruch 13 bei Abhängig-
keit von Anspruch 7, wobei die Längsbeabstandung
zwischen den geschwächten Ausdehnungen (125)
jeder Schwachstelle (120) geringer als der vorgege-
bene Abstand zwischen angrenzenden Schwach-
stellen (120) ist.

15. Verpackung (110) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die ge-
schwächten Ausdehnungen (125) jeweils entlang ei-
ner Längsachse verlaufen.

Revendications

1. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) pour supporter et distri-
buer un ou plusieurs morceaux de produit empilés
longitudinalement (18), comprenant :

une feuille (14 ; 114) positionnée autour desdits
morceaux de produit empilés (18) ;
ladite feuille (14 ; 114) contenant une pluralité
d’emplacements affaiblis espacés longitudina-
lement (20 ; 120 ; 220) s’étendant transversale-
ment autour d’elle ;
chacun desdits emplacements affaiblis (20 ;
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120 ; 220) définissant un emplacement sépara-
ble pour ladite feuille (14 ; 114) ;
caractérisé en ce que les emplacements affai-
blis (20 ; 120 ; 220) adjacents à chaque extré-
mité longitudinale de l’emballage (10 ; 110 ;
210) sont plus facilement séparables que les
emplacements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ; 220) au cen-
tre de l’emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210).

2. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel les emplacements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ;
220) sont formés par des découpes espacées pla-
cées dans ladite feuille (14 ; 114).

3. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel la profondeur des découpes formant les
emplacements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ; 220) est différente
le long de l’étendue longitudinale de l’emballage
(10 ; 110 ; 210).

4. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 2
ou la revendication 3, dans lequel lesdits emplace-
ments affaiblis plus facilement séparables (20 ; 120 ;
220) adjacents à chaque extrémité longitudinale de
l’emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) comprennent des dé-
coupes qui sont plus profondes que les découpes
formant les emplacements affaiblis moins facilement
séparables (20 ; 120 ; 220) au centre de l’emballage
(10 ; 110 ; 210).

5. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel au moins deux desdites découpes de
chacun des emplacements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ; 220)
sont formées à la même profondeur.

6. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel au moins deux desdites découpes de
chacun des emplacements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ; 220)
sont formées à des profondeurs différentes.

7. Emballage (110) selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, dans lequel chacun desdits
emplacements affaiblis (120) comprend une paire
d’étendues affaiblies (125) qui sont espacées longi-
tudinalement de façon rapprochée.

8. Emballage (110) selon la revendication 7, dans le-
quel lesdites étendues affaiblies (125) sont discon-
tinues autour de ladite feuille.

9. Emballage (110) selon la revendication 8, dans le-
quel ladite discontinuité d’une étendue affaiblie (125)
de ladite paire est en décalage par rapport à la dis-
continuité de l’étendue affaiblie (125) de l’autre de
ladite paire.

10. Emballage (110) selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 7 à 9, dans lequel ledit espacement longi-

tudinal entre chacune desdites étendues affaiblies
(125) est identique.

11. Emballage (110) selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 7 à 10, dans lequel lesdites découpes sont
espacées uniformément le long de l’étendue affaiblie
(125).

12. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel lesdites découpes sont de longueur uni-
forme.

13. Emballage (10 ; 110 ; 210) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les em-
placements affaiblis (20 ; 120 ; 220) s’étendent gé-
néralement transversalement autour dudit emballa-
ge et ont un espacement donné entre des emplace-
ments affaiblis adjacents (20 ; 120 ; 220).

14. Emballage (110) selon la revendication 13 lorsqu’el-
le dépend de la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit
espacement longitudinal entre lesdites étendues af-
faiblies (125) de chaque emplacement affaibli (120)
est inférieur audit espacement donné entre des em-
placements affaiblis adjacents (120).

15. Emballage (110) selon la revendication 7, dans le-
quel chacune desdites étendues affaiblies (125)
s’étend le long d’un axe allongé.
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